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“Listen, Download, Play”

During the opening weeks of 2019 PlentyMusic will be distributing welcome postcards to
schools, academies and colleges. If you are a music teacher and would like some sent to
you please email office@plentymusic.co.uk with your contact details and an indication of
the number of cards you require.
Please note that on the website there are some very generous 2019 membership offers
bringing down the cost of a credit to as low as 29p. At the time of writing the most
expensive item on the website has a value of 3 credits. Make the most of these special
offers.
Recent sheet music uploads to the PlentyMusic website include arrangements of an
intermediate level piece by the Cuban composer Ignacio Cervantes “No Bailes Más!”
(Dance No More) and the piano piece Scherzino Mexicano by the Mexican composer
Manuel Ponce. This latter piece was originally written for guitar but is also a great solo
piano piece. Both have been added to the PlentyMusic Café area of study intended as
performance pieces for more informal musical gatherings. The PlentyMusic team are
constantly preparing sheet music resources for uploading to its website. Under the terms
of the PlentyMusic licence, scores can be copied allowing music to be submitted for
examination and audition purposes.
PlentyMusic has a commitment to providing a broad range of sheet music resources on its
website for many different instruments and instrument combinations. Music teachers can
recommend PlentyMusic to their students with confidence to find a piece of music to play
for a concert, audition or examination.
Listen, browse and search for sheet music on the go using the PlentyMusic APP on your
android phone. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=co.uk.plentymusics
Follow us on Twitter and YouTube by clicking the appropriate link on the website
Please visit the PlentyMusic website and browse through the arrangements that are
available. If there is nothing appropriate for you do drop us an email indicating what you
require and we will endeavour to have something in place for you for a subsequent visit.
Remember that at present PlentyMusic provides sheet music resources for individual
instruments and ensembles and not for voices.

To enjoy the full benefits of the website the PlentyMusic team advises you to sign up and
register. This will enable you to Log In and listen to sound files in full. There is no
obligation to purchase a music copy or a membership when you visit the site.
The membership system allows you to purchase a number of credits which can then be
used to download sheet music that you have selected from browsing the website.
Remember that you can listen to the music and preview the sheet music before purchase.
All music downloaded from www.plentymusic.co.uk is delivered to the user’s dashboard.
PlentyMusic is something like a sheet music shop allowing you to browse and listen until
you find a piece of music that you want to play.
Individuals who sign up to use the site receive 5 credits enabling them to try out the
resources on the site. PlentyMusic needs to have both users and visitors to its site.
What is particularly unique about PlentyMusic scores is what you see in the score is
actually what you hear playing in the in the mp3 recording. The sheet music scores are
used to create the sound recordings or realisations.
PlentyMusic is keen to provide sheet music resources for ensembles found in schools,
colleges and academies. These include saxophone quartet, clarinet choirs and guitar
ensembles. If you have any suggestions about repertoire please do email the PlentyMusic
Office.
If you wish to contact PlentyMusic please email office@plentymusic.co.uk with your
feedback and comments
Happy Music Making from the PlentyMusic Team
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